Why the Enemy is Panicking

We have witnessed the Jews pushing Article 13 to attempt to remove freedom of speech on line to censor the populations of Europe. This was done for a reason. The Internet is the driving force behind the new Nationalist paradigm in Europe, and this shows how effective it has been.

It came from the Tony Blair institutes report at the end of 2017 on the result of elections in 946 European districts. The globalist far left only held on in....56 districts which is under six percent of European elections. In the other 94 percent, the populist right parties and populist anti-EU parties have won. Literally the entire Jewish left wing is dying off. What just happened in Italy is the future trend across Europe. The Jewish lying press was celebrating the repression of the Italian Nationalist parities, only to wake up to the Jews' biggest defeat. The Nationalist cabinet has been formed in Italy and defeated the EU coup against European Nationalism on the 88th day since this election. 88 - that is an omen.

In Germany, the AFD Nationalist Party is now the second most popular party in Germany. Merkel is weak in the polling. Austria, Poland and Hungry are against the EU and have turned to the Nationalist Right. Eight other European nations are ready to also stand with those three against the EU, and Trump has launched a trade war with the EU which is further weakening the EU and causing support for the Right. Britain is also going towards Nationalism with the Brexit. Note that Germany is the heart of Europe. When the Jew Merkel's government is out and Nationalism takes over, that is going to swing all of Europe in one sweep. All of this will come together into a Pan European movement.

The EU was created by the Jewish Elders of Zion for total control over Europe. When the EU fails, the Jewish grip over Europe is over. In time, with a new spirit of Nationalism and freedom, people are going to be calling out the Jewish problems. The Jews are already in a panic as people are waking up to them.

This is a historic moment what we are on is the precipice of the total collapse of the Jewish Regime that is on the scale of the fall of the Soviet Union. Our RTRs have caused this.

It was on the 88th day that the whole pendulum swung this way.

_ Wildfire wrote:_
So, do the RTRs go after them or snowball them so the gods can wreck them? Is it okay if I may ask this just to be sure with myself? As always,
the Jews can always try with mass numbers and rabbi masters crapping in
their torah prayers as we as a few ruin their days and them, this is really
like an epic fight as I can think of it.

A life of a Satanist >>> Become a total spiritual badass.

The energy the enemy is getting is not connecting due to the RTRs. The hub of
the wheel that directs the entire thoughtform is the 72 names. The 42 is how they
manifest this and the Shema is how they connect the energies together from the
sender to the energy form and back. It’s the transmitting and recovering tower.
This is why our victories have speed up with the Shema RTR. The more the
RTRs are done, the more the enemy thoughtform dissolves out and loses power.

**ss666 wrote:**
Should there be a European Union of States?

I think that European states would be weak if left alone to compete with
other giants like China and US. There were some good things that EU did
like tempering strong rivalries between European States, easy trade and
easy travelling for the people.

The only shit problems in EU would be the forced decisions from the
centralized EU parliament, that can dictate things like refugees influx or
privacy laws to other countries against their will. Another problem is the
huge difference in economy between some European countries that also
forces massive immigration.

I think a trade union would be great. And Schengen type of structure could
be applied in different zones with the similar economic development like:

the Central zone with Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Benelux
the Eastern zone with Poland, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria, Czech
Republic, Slovakia
the Southern zone with Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece, Malta, Cyprus
the Nordic zone with Norway, Sweden, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Denmark, Iceland
the West zone with UK, Ireland and France

Of course this is a rough sketch, but the cultural/economic differences
aren’t huge in the zones themselves. A lot of problems can be solved only
with race based citizenship, like how the original American constitution
was, which also includes Jews as a different race and thus not citizens.
The current EU is nothing more than a cover for the Jews to gain political control and create a centralized regime and merge Europe into one super state that they can level down economically and flood with non-Europeans. Mainly Islamics, as with Christianity gone and Communism too weak, they want to use Islam as the fallback.

In a future Nationalist Europe, some kind of a mutual economic partnership to compete in a globalized economy against larger nations like America and China would most likely come around. As well as mutual defense alliances and such to defend the common Europe and maintain peace within. These things would naturally exist.

**Reply from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:**

*Larissa666 wrote:*
The jew is a really cunning creature, indeed.

How does jew keep the Europeans divided? He creates "European Union". How does jew create even deeper divides among male and female Gentiles: He infiltrates feminist movement, and start his version of "women's liberation". How does the jew make gentiles leave their Gods? He creates a religion specially for them, which will do nothing for them, but will greatly benefit the jews and their overlords.

See? Whatever they do, they masquerade that into what Gentiles are really striving for.

Gentiles of European nations will not stop until they are united into a single nation? Hmm...let's give them the unity then, our way.

Gentile women want freedom, and will not stop? Hmm...OK, let the "freedom" begin.

Gentile refuse to give up their religion no matter what? Hmm...how about we not force them into not being religious, but somehow make them worship OUR religion instead?

I think that there would be no happier day for every Satanist, other than day we see this disgrace gone.
It would be a sense of relief like no other, ever.

The European "Union" is literally the place where all Europeans from individual Nations go there to just try to claim MORE for their own individual nation. And when they are told to GTFO because the jews own the place. That's what the European "Union" really is.

I do not see where the "Union" really is. It should be called Jewish Disunion over European Goys.

*slavic.aryan wrote:*
I finally found the way to contact You HP.
I'm blue-eyed Slavic Aryan from Poland.
I swear on Satan and all God's of Hell that what I want to tell You is TRUTH.

There are times I feel our GODS Power in my chest. It's NOT common anger but supernatural it's kind BERSEKR. I have morderous revenge thoughts. I can run for 5 min full speed and not even think about being tired. I feel tremendous strenght. Not human strenght it's Vril. This is WILL of GODS.

Listen. When I'm going BERSEKR immediately aircrafts shows up in the sky and are spraying something know as chemtrails.

It is reflecting LUCIFER Light !
It's reflecting healing power of the SUN.

I'm Actively Working for Satan for about 5 months. I have no experience in evocation.
I recently developed site with RTRs for Polish People http://rokt.army (view on desktop, mobile is in progress)
I'm sincerely asking You to provide me some knowledge about this. I must learn to controller this wrath. It's truth.

Moreover Recently Trump signed approval that American Congress will help jewish associacions restore jewish lands and estates from before the WWII. We Polish people were hiding them from Germans risking lives and now how they repay us.
Hitler was right about them.
Please do some ocult work to wake the Polish people. All Israelites will come to our country because NATO will not defend them against Iran.
You need to relax. You more than likely just become extremely pissed off that the chemtrails happen. You do not 'cause' this nor this is related to you. Your subconscious picks up the danger of the chemtrail and you become pissed off about it, and go berserk.

Reply from the author of the original post:
They just failed in Italy with all their tricks and they failed at Brexit. Germany's next election will probably be a collation of Nationalist Parities picking up most of the vote. Much like Italy.
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